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Bruxie 

"Not Your Ordinary Waffle"

For those times you can't decide between sweet and savory, Bruxie has

you covered. Bruxie specializes in, as one might suspect, "Bruxies" which

are Belgian-style waffles turned into sandwiches. Diners can choose to go

the sweet route with Nutella and banana, S'Mores or Creme Brulee

Bruxies. For a more savory route, Bruxies includes combinations like the

Bruxie burger, green eggs and ham Bruxie or the hot pastrami Bruxie.

Round out your meal with some waffle-cut fries or even go authentic and

get a straight-up traditional Belgian waffle.

 +1 714 633 3900  bruxie.com  info@bruxie.com  292 North Glassell Street,

Orange CA
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Alta Coffee 

"Great Coffee"

This hidden and cozy cafe is a great place to enjoy a quick breakfast in the

morning or one of their wonderful coffee creations throughout the rest of

the day. Longtime customers rave about the vanilla chai latte, as well as

just their regular house blend. There is live entertainment most nights and

a regularly scheduled open mic night.

 +1 949 675 0233  www.altacoffeeshop.com/  altacoffeeco@earthlink.net  506 31st Street, Newport

Beach CA
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Slater's 50/50 - Anaheim Hills 

"Gourmet Burgers!"

Slater's 50/50 - Anaheim Hills is famous for their build your own giant

burger and amazing beer selection. Hidden in a strip mall, this restaurant

is the home ground of the '50/50 patty' a burger made up of ground beef

and ground bacon in equal parts. That is just a teaser of the epicurean

delights that are in the offing, such as Slater’s Vampire Dip, Beer cheese

fries, sweet potato fries with pumpkin sauce, Mac n' Cheese, Irish

quesadilla and more. There are options for vegetarians as well. Here's to

gourmet burgers and sandwiches, cheers!

 +1 714 685 1103  slaters5050.com/locations/anaheim-

hills/

 6362 East Santa Ana Canyon Road,

Anaheim CA

Cafe Zinc 

"Morning Cuppa"

This is a popular spot for the early morning crowd who like to rev up their

engines with great coffee and juices. Diners fill up on scrambled eggs,

omelettes, scones, muffins or bagels. If you come for lunch you will find

sandwiches, pizzas, soups and salads. This place is hugely popular with

locals, many of which are regulars here.

 +1 949 494 6302  www.zinccafe.com/  350 Ocean Avenue, Laguna Beach CA
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